In this paper we pursue the study of Alignment Calculus, a declarative string database query language that supports both string querying and restructuring. This language is aimed for applications such as molecular biology databases, where the basic data type is a string, and the queries are combinatorial in nature. The declarative nature of our language does, however, require some additional effort in its implementation. Here we solve this problem by first defining a domain independent syntactic subset of the full language and then developing a query evaluation mechanism for this sublanguage. This mechanism then handles the required restructuring operations in a finite manner.
Introduction
In this paper we continue our study of the problem of strings in databases [12] . Our primary source of motivation is the storage and qualitative processing of genetic information represented as sequences of symbols, and therefore amenable to methods from formal language theory [4, 18, 24, 25] . Consequently, we have developed a declarative query language for combinatorial sequence queries. The queries in our application area are oriented toward parsing-type tasks rather than for example computing moving averages on temporally sequenced data [26, Example 2.1], which are in turn the focus of languages like SEQ [26] , where sequence elements and their underlying order type belong to distinct domains.
We therefore extend the relational model to include finite strings over some finite alphabet (of at least 2 characters) as primary objects of information. A relation of arity k is in our model then a finite subset of the k-fold Cartesian product of , the set of all finite strings in alphabet , with itself. In other words, each position in a tuple of a relation contains a finite string of arbitrary length instead of just a single atomic value.
Present-day database query languages offer little support for string relations. For example, the Sequence Retrieval System (SRS) [7] , which has recently gained popularity in molecular biology, does allow the database administrator to draw links from one preformatted data file to another [8] , but only on its atomic non-sequence fields. Because the majority of current relational database management systems do not adequately support application-specific data types such as sequences, some molecular biology database designers have begun to move towards object-oriented database technology [9, Chapter 4] . Another solution, strongly advocated in for instance [5, Chapter 25] , is to introduce such types as relational domains, as we have done. In any case, the string handling concepts introduced in this work are in no way specific to the relational model; indeed, they are being applied for querying sequences of complex objects from object-oriented databases as well [2] .
It is quite clear that a database language operating on string relations should have a pattern-matching ability in order to be able to express queries of the form "list all tuples of relation r where the second component is of the form gc + a ". However, in applications such as the aforementioned molecular biology databases, the language needs to have expressive power beyond regular sets [4] ; hence, more expressive grammatic formalisms have been employed in computational biology [15, 24] . In addition to data extraction features, the string language needs also data restructuring constructs [11, 19, 28] . For example, given two unary relations, one might want to concatenate each string from one of the relations with a string from the other relation, as opposed to merely taking the Cartesian product of the two relations; Example 1 below shows how to do it in our language. Both of these goals can be simultaneously attained by a declarative language for expressing properties of strings. Richardson [22] suggested using the modalities of temporal logic for this purpose. Each successive position in a string is seen to be the timewise "next" instance of that string. The temporal modalities lend themselves naturally to reasoning about strings. But as shown by Wolper [34] , using only the modalities next and until, the language cannot express that a property holds in every even position of the string. Using Wolper's extended temporal logic would be a step in the right direction. Still, extended temporal logic cannot express, for instance, the two-place predicate of equalness between strings, not to mention predicates such as saying that one string is a manifold of the other.
We have therefore defined a logic called Alignment Calculus [12] , in which we can express both properties of individual strings and properties relating strings to each other. The purely relational part of the logic is handled by relational calculus. The string part of the logic is state based (as opposed to second or higher order) like for example temporal and dynamic logic. A state of the strings is a structure where the strings are aligned on top of each other in a certain way, and a state change is obtained by sliding some of the strings. Hence, our work can be seen from three distinct, yet equivalent, viewpoints:
as an extension of modal logic techniques to multiple sequence comparisons;
as an introduction of the biologically relevant concept of multiple sequence alignment as a semantic primitive already at the database level; or as a study of finite-state computation capabilities as a sequence database query mechanism.
Thus, we believe our work to be applicable in a broad variety of string database applications.
The declarative nature of Alignment Calculus does not immediately suggest an implementation strategy, as pointed out by Mecca and Bonner [19, page 24] . The problem is to analyse a given declarative query to find out what kinds of basic sequence restructuring and database operations are implictly involved, and whether those operations can be carried out in a finite manner. In this paper we explain how this analysis can be done. Consequently, we arrive at an implementation method for queries expressed in a subset of Alignment Calculus.
We present a quick overview of Alignment Calculus in Section 1.1, with examples. In Section 1.2 we present the main focus of the current paper, namely the safety problem in Alignment Calculus. Then Sections 2 and 3 present our solution: first we suggest a solution for the string part of our language, and then extend it to the calculus part. Finally, Section 4 concludes our presentation.
Alignment Calculus
This section presents an overview of Alignment Calculus. By necessity, this overview must remain at an illustrative level; detailed exposition can be found elsewhere [ The basic semantical construction is the alignment. Figure 1 presents five different alignments A 0 ; : : : ; A 4 of the three strings a, b, and ab. A designated window column runs through each alignment. These alignments are connected together with accessibility relations called transposes. Figure 1 shows as arrows six transposes between the alignments A 0 ; : : : ; A 4 . Each arrow is labelled with rows direction to emphasize that the second alignment is obtained from the first by sliding the designated rows one character into the designated direction; for example, alignment A 2 is obtained from alignment A 1 by sliding rows 1 and 2 one character to the left.
Intuitively, the string handling part of Alignment Calculus will consist of a language for specifying paths through such alignment-transpose structures, or equivalently a sequence of slides and window column tests. Note in particular that sliding is allowed to both directions. Let us now introduce the logic. First, assignments map variable symbols x 0 ; x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : to alignment rows. Letting for example x i = i, the variable now x 0 refers to the row containing a in Figure 1 . The language then consists of the following components.
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Window formulae can be formed in a natural way to discuss the contents of the window column. For example, the window formula x 0 = x 2 is true in alignment A 1 under assignment , customarily denoted as A 1 j = , while is not true in A 2 under .
A window formula can mention as constant terms not only all the elements of but also the distinct special symbol '?', where 0 x 1 = ? is interpreted as "the window column on the row (pointed to by) x 1 is empty". For example, 0 is true under in A 0 , A 1 and A 3 , and false in A 2 and A 4 . In addition, all empty positions (no matter in which end of the row they are) are equal, so that is true in A 0 and A 3 under .
Atomic string formulae consist of a modality, which is a transpose with variables instead of rows and a window formula, as in x 0 ; x 2 l with as above. Intuitively, an atomic string formula specifies what must be found in the window column of the alignment reached from the current one by the transpose; in other words, a "legal" move in an alignment-transpose structure. Now A 0 j = , because applying to x 0 ; x 2 l yields the transpose = 0 ; 2 l , and applying this to the current alignment A 0 leads in turn into alignment A 1 , where A 1 j = was seen to hold.
A transpose can no longer move the row, if its window column is already past its corresponding end, as witnessed by trying to apply 0 r to A 4 .
String formulae are regular expressions over the (conceptually infinite) alphabet of all atomic string formulae.
For example, : with as above is a simple string formula, which represents the sequences ; ; ; : : : in a natural way. More involved examples of string formulae are given below. Intuitively, a string formula expresses a sequence of atomic string formulae, which should constitute a legal walk from the current alignment within the alignment-transpose structure. Then for example A 0 j = , because contains the single-step walk such that A 0 j = .
These string formulae are equivalent to nondeterministic multitape finite state automata (FSAs) [12, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2], which then provide an independent operational semantics. The concept of string formulae could also be extended above regular expressions as well [18] .
The subclass of right-restricted string formulae is of particular interest. In these formulae, at most one Figure 1 is successful, provided that x 3 is mapped into the row containing ab.
Let us henceforth denote such answer relations with the notation 1 db . (We omit here some technicalities, which ensure that the alignments are sufficiently large for the quantifiers to indeed range freely over as
This 1 is an example of a unidirectional string formula; that is, one without bidirectional variables. Note that this formula contains no relation symbols. We call such formulae pure and drop the subscript from their answers to indicate that they do not depend on the database.
The operational equivalent to the Alignment Calculus is the Alignment Algebra [12, Theorems 3.3 and 3.4] obtained from relational algebra with the following two modifications. First, selection conditions A : : : are expressed using the aforementioned finite state automata A. And second, a new explicit domain symbol is added to represent all finite strings from the alphabet , together with symbols n , where n 2 N, for all strings u 2 of length juj n .
The Safety Problem in Alignment Calculus
Relational calculus has the concept of a domain independent formula [29, Chapter 3.8], whose answer stabilizes once the evaluation domain is "sufficiently large". What sufficiently large means depends in turn on the current database and the formula itself, but for every database there must be some sufficiently large domain. The analogous concept in Alignment Calculus is that the answer of a domain independent query must stabilize after is evaluated on some finite subset `o f the infinite conceptual domain . This`in turn depends on both the current database and the query . For instance, Example 1 is domain independent, because it suffices to examine strings of length at most W 1 db = max fjuj + jvj : u 2 dbR 1 ; v 2 dbR 2 g to compute the answer correctly.
Definition 1.1 The Alignment Calculus formula is domain independent if and only if there exists a limit function
It is essential to let W depend not only on but also on db; otherwise there would be no domain independent way to express for instance Example 1. The safety concept of Ginsburg and Wang [11] falls short in this respect. Another possible approach would have been to let the domain grow during query evaluation dynamically, but still in a controlled way, as in the Sequence Datalog of Mecca and Bonner [19] . However, this approach rests on refining the closure semantics of the underlying Datalog language. As Definition 1.1 encompasses the undecidable domain independence of relational calculus [29, Exercise 3.32] , practical query evaluation must restrict its attention into some syntactic subclass of all domain independent Alignment Calculus formulae. In what follows, the main theme is to identify, and provide an implementation for, such a subclass.
Limitation Functions for String Formulae
In [13 The limitation problem is then to decide whether a given finiteness dependency , holds for the relation given implicitly as the string formula .
Example 5
The string formula 1 from Example 1 satisfies the finiteness dependency fx 1 ; x 2 g ; f x 3 g with the associated function W 1 1 n 1 ; n 2 = n 1 + n 2 . That is, the concatenation u 3 of strings u 1 and u 2 can be found among the strings of length at most ju 1 j + ju 2 j. The converse dependency fx 3 g ; fx 1 ; x 2 g with the function W 2 1 n 3 = n 3 , and dividing a string u 3 into aprefix u 1 and a suffix u 2 cannot result in strings longer than u 3
itself.
The Basis of Limitation Properties
We define the set basis for a string formula to consist of all the finiteness dependencies , = X ; Y such that X Y = ;, X Y = free , and , holds for in the sense described above. The limitation problem can then be stated as requesting the computation of basis given as input.
If is instead an atomic relational formula, then it is natural to define basis = f; ; free g, becuse it is certainly the case that the variables free have a finite set of possible values, namely the ones in the relation.
This also emphasizes the fact that every string must originate either from the database, or from restructurings of other strings with the same origin. This is because Definition 1.1 took a global view of the whole query , while bottom-up evaluation relies on a local view instead. The evaluation of such queries can indeed proceed by first evaluating the corresponding limit function`= W db from Definition 1.1 to provide the necessary global information, and restricting attention to strings no longer than`during the subsequent computation. However, although this query evaluation method is declaratively correct and very expressive, it is also likely to be extremely expensive. Therefore we seek a more traditional, bottom-up method.
This particular query could be expressed equivalently as R 2 x 2 ^ 3^ 1 , where the string formula 3 comes from Example 3. This reformulation can then be evaluated from left to right without infinite intermediate results. Such reformulations require in general the decomposition of a given string formula, here , into others, here into 3 and x27 !x3;x17 !x2 3 (the latter of which is then redundant). Indeed, limitation-like problems do appear in the context of such decomposition problems [33] . It is, however, unclear whether such decomposition is feasible, or even possible, in view of Example 4, so we pose this comprehensivity restriction on the finiteness dependencies , 2 basis instead.
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Estimates for Limitation Functions
then the limitation function is a polynomial of degree h + 1 . . This is in turn exponential, because the algorithm utilizes a generalization of the crossing sequence construction for converting two-way finite automata into classical ones [16, Chapter 2.6 and Exercises 2.18 to 2.20]. (Note that we are not eliminating bidirectionality from a right-restricted string formula; indeed, Example 2 already shows this to be impossible. We are merely annotating the construction so that the result tells us enough about the limitation properties of the original formula.) Because Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 use only minimal amount of information about , namely just j j, they tend to overestimate the actual limitation functions, as witnessed by Examples 5 and 6. More detailed constructions based on the structural analysis of are possible, using analogous techniques to argument size analysis of logic programs [31] . For example, tight limitation functions can be obtained for unidirectional string formulae, solving the mismatch between Examples 5 and 6. These constructions are, however, difficult to achieve without sophisticated analysis of , as the next example reveals. The unidirectional string formula does not appear to satisfy the finiteness dependency , = f x 1 g ; f x 2 g , because contains a loop where x 2 is advanced, while x 1 is not. It is, however, the case that this loop cannot be taken, because the loop condition x 2 = a conflicts with the condition x 2 = b after the loop. Hence, is actually unsatisfiable and thus trivially satisfies , with W n 1 = 0 . Therefore, improving limitation function estimates imply improving the semantic analysis of string formulae, which is in turn nontrivial. However, the number of variables in one string formula is likely to be small, which alleviates the complexity.
Limitation Functions for Calculus Formulae
Now that Section 2 has provided us with finiteness dependencies and limitation functions for the atomic formulae, here we show how this information can be extended into the formulae for the whole calculus. First, Section 3.1 defines a new normal form for Alignment Calculus, which is an extension of the safe DRC proposed by Ullman [29, Chapter 3.8] . Then in Section 3.2 we analyze these normalized formulae for limitedness. In Section 3.3 we discuss what kinds of combinatorial queries can be expressed using the formulae that pass this scrutiny. Finally in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 we discuss the translation and subsequent evaluation of these formulae.
Quantified Disjunctive Normal Form
We say that an Alignment Calculus formula is in Quantified Disjunctive Normal Form (QDNF) if its structure adheres to the following context-free grammar. Q. Without loss of generality we further assume that a formula in QDNF has no redundant quantifiers (that is, x 2 free for every subformula 9x ), and that its bound variables are standardized apart (that is, if the subformula 9x occurrs within some larger formula , then x 6 2 free). For example, the QDNF of 3 from Example 3 is R 2 x 2 : 9 x 1 R 2 x 1 : 3 :
( Rules (2) and (3) have additional symmetric variants with respect to the commutativity of '^'. In addition, we consider '^' and '_' implictly polyadic.
Strictly speaking, the rewrite rules above do not alone define a proper normal form, because different rule application orders lead to different final forms for the same formula to be normalized. Therefore we further define QDNF to be the form obtained by applying these rules in the order in which they are written. Intuitively, we always try to move negations down as far as they can go without crossing quantifiers.
Productive Formulae
Viewing the QDNF definition as a grammar, we attach two attributes to QDNF subformulae as follows. First, the inherited attribute required contains a finiteness dependency that the subformula is expected to fulfill. And second, the synthesized attribute productive is a Boolean value telling this required dependency indeed holds for . The attribute evaluation rules are then as follows.
For the whole formula we define required = ; ; free . The intuition is that must produce in a finite manner the values for all the answer variables free . If productive = true, then is called productive. In addition, we will call productive any Alignment Calculus formula whose QDNF form is productive under this definition. This complex rule is justified as follows. By definition, the burden of constraining the variables X is on the closest similar conjunction 0 containing , or X = ; if such a 0 does not exist. The burden of constraining the variables Y given X is on , and the available tools are the positive atoms ; whether they suffice can be determined by Armstrong's axioms. If they do, each 9z k D k is subsequently required to constrain its own bound variables (z k for example) given X Y .
Note that in our case forming B explicitly is costly. Instead, the closure algorithm for functional dependencies [29, Algorithm 7.1] should be replaced with a version which uses heuristics for selecting the next a i from for trial.
For example, Formula (1) is productive by this definition. On the other hand, if the universal quantifier of Example 3 is replaced with an existential one, then the resulting formula is no longer productive. Its QDNF form would namely be 9x 1 R 2 x 2 : R 2 x 1 _ 9 x 1 R 2 x 2 3 ;
and there the left disjunct is unable to produce x 1 .
Note that the conjunction of positive atoms in Equation (4) shows that finding these additional limitation constraints of is undecidable in general. Even in the cases when this could be done, it causes similar evaluation order problems as the ones leading to the comprehensivity restriction in Section 2.1, because the constituent string formulae 0 A and 00
A should somehow be evaluated at the same time. Hence, we are content with B , and call this the conjunctivity restriction. Note that it deals with limitation properties that emerge from the compositions of string formulae, while the comprehensivity restriction in Section 2.1 dealt dually with decompositions. The productive formulae thus identified do indeed constitute a syntactic subclass of the domain independent Alignment Calculus formulae. The proof of this result is included as Appendix A. 
Expressive Power of Productive Formulae
Here we consider what kinds of string database selection conditions can be expressed using productive formulae, and as such subsequently evaluated finitely. It turns out that these are closely related to the polynomial-time hierarchy PH [27] .
First, the following result shows that any set in PH has a productive formulation as a right-restricted Alignment Calculus formula; that is, one containing only right-restricted string formulae. This is because Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 provide polynomials as the starting point for the construction in Appendix A, which subsequently combines them without escaping polynomiality.
Safety, Translation and Evaluation of Alignment Calculus
An interesting question for further study is whether some other syntactic subclass of Alignment Calculus could be developed to capture more queries than Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 indicate. One possibility would be to relax somehow the conjunctivity restriction posed in Section 3.2. Another, related possibility would be to solve some limitation problems not covered by Theorem 2.1 or 2.2 with superpolynomial limit functions. A third possibility would be to add a fixpoint construct to the language, for example developing a Datalog with string formulae [19] [32, Chapter 5.1], although the interplay of sequence production and fixpoint computation would have to be carefully designed, perhaps using a sophisticated safety analysis [17] . Finally, a fourth possibility would be to extend string formulae with stronger computational capabilities [18, 19] , although in this case it might be problematic to maintain separate logical and operational semantics.
An alternative to our productive formulae would have been to employ the embedded allowed (em-allowed) formulae proposed by Escobar-Molano et al [6] . (In particular, the expressive power of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 would not have been affected.) We did not, however, adopt them, because our situation is different in the following three remarks.
3. Third, and most important, minimizing rewriting as in Remark 2 above can lead to unnecessary restructuring. Em-alloweness was originally developed in the context of adding calls to the host programming language into relational calculus queries, and there the cost of eventually calling these functions is unavoidable. In our case, however, the cost of evaluating an expression depends dramatically on the amount of restructuring performed, as the following example illustrates.
Example 7
Consider the query x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 : R 1 x 3 1 _ R 2 x 2 ; x 3 3 ^R 3 x 1 ; x 2 ;
whose string formulae i come from Examples i. This formula is em-allowed, and can indeed be evaluated in a bottom-up fashion "as is". The first disjunct satisfies , = ; ; f x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 g by restructuring x 1 and x 2 from the x 3 in R 1 . In other words, every string in r 3 is divided into a prefix and a suffix in all possible ways. The second disjunct also satisfies ,, this time by restructuring x 1 from the x 2 in the first column of R 2 . In other words, x 1 receives as its values all the strings that are at most as long as the value of x 2 .
However, applying (the commutative variant of) Rule (2) once more leads into a QDNF form, where no restructuring at all is required. In particular, the exponential restructuring in the second disjunct is eliminated.
Translation of Productive Formulae
Our aim is to translate productive Alignment Calculus formulae into Alignment Algebra for evaluation, but general Alignment Algebra expressions are not easy to evaluate due to the presence of the domain symbol .
Hence, the target of the translation is the subset of finitely evaluable expressions, defined inductively as follows.
An expression E of Alignment Algebra is finitely evaluable if and only if every occurrence of in E is within a selection expression G = A F l , where the expression F of arity k is again finitely evaluable, and the k + l-tape FSA A satisfies the limitation property f1; : : : ; k g ; f k + 1 ; : : : ; k + l g . (The meaning of limitation properties carries naturally over from string formulae and variables to FSAs and tapes.) Note that these finitely evaluable expressions are indeed compatible with the bottom-up evaluation method advocated in Section 2.1 above: if F has yielded a finite value, then G yields a finite value as well.
The translation of productive Alignment Calculus formulae in QDNF into equivalent finitely evaluable Alignment Algebra expressions is straightforward, once the following auxiliary result is established (see [6, Lemma 7.10] Note that Lemma 3.1 fails if the comprehensivity restriction discussed in Section 2 is dropped. Note also that this ordering is implicitly generated during the heuristic closure computation in Formula (4). Applying Lemma 3.1 to Formula (4), we see that Formula (4) can indeed be translated into an equivalent finitely evaluable Alignment Algebra expression, if a variant of the Sideways Information Passing Strategy (SIPS) [30, Chapter 12.6 ] is employed. In fact, Appendix A provides an example of our strategy in its construction of explicit limitation functions for productive formulae. The translation of productive formulae to finitely evaluable expressions is very similar, and also outlined in Appendix A.
For example, Formula (1) is translated into the finitely evaluable Alignment Algebra expression r 2 n $2 r 2 r 2 n A3 r 2 r 2 ;
where A 3 is the (unidirectional) 2-tape FSA corresponding to the string formula 3 . The SIPS variant therefore implicitly rewrote Formula (1) into R 2 x 2 : 9 x 1 R 2 x 2 R 2 x 1 : 3
before translation, where the underlined part was copied (and not moved) from outside to inside the quantifier range. These implicit copyings are similar to the explicit transformations preceding the translation of an emallowed formula into an algebraic expression [6, Transformation T15] . Choosing the reordering in Lemma 3.1 wisely is of paramount importance in Alignment Calculus, because intermediate results can have exponential size, as noted in Example 7. In fact, no reorderings are saved in Example 7 at all, unless the resulting disjuncts are reoredered to apply the string formulae i last. This problem is similar to optimizing left-deep joins with user-defined predicates [3] , except that our predicates not only test existing relation columns but also create new ones, and their cost is heavily (even exponentially) influenced by the number of created columns.
Finally we remark that some algebraic optimizations [30, Chapter 11.6] involving selections are no longer feasible in Alignment Algebra, because subclasses of string formulae are not necessarily closed under the required logical operation. In particular, cascading unidirectional selections A A 0 E = A 00E may result in a condition A 00 that is not right-restricted [20, Corollary 5.3] , and hence might be difficult to evaluate. These questions are again related to the comprehensivity and conjunctivity restrictions of Sections 2.1 and 3.2.
Finite Evaluation of Expressions
Now that the translation process explained above has produced a finitely evaluable Alignment Algebra expression, how can the actual finite evaluation be done? This problem reduces to actually evaluating a finitely evaluable expression E = A , F l , where the expression F of arity k has already been evaluated to yield a finite value f. Moreover, we would like to evaluate E without resorting to the global domain independence function of the whole query from Definition 1.1, as already mentioned in Section 2.1.
This goal is attained as follows. Intuitively, A can now be considered a kind of an extended automaton A 0 with k input and l output buffers; a kind of an extended Mealy machine, as it were [16, Chapter 2.7] , for performing the requested sequence restructuring. Alignment Calculus does not, however, force the database programmer to think in these operational terms while writing queries; instead, the query translator assigns these roles to variables. Note also that one of these buffers can be read in both directions, in contrast to other restructuring automaton models in the literature, where they are regarded as read-only channels [11, 19] . Then this A 0 is simulated on every inputũ = hu 1 ; : : : ; u k i 2 f , and the output(s)ṽ = hv 1 ; : : : ; v l i recorded as entries hu 1 ; : : : ; u k ; v 1 ; : : : ; v l i into the result relation e of the expression E.
One such simulation is a finite operation, unless A 0 starts looping while producing more and more output.
By the limitation property , = f1; : : : ; k g ; f k + 1 ; : : : ; k + l g of A, which was required for the finite evaluability of expression E, it is known that once such voluminous looping has produced "too much" output, A 0 will eventually reject. The question is, however, how much is too much? The answer is supplied by the limitation function W A : N k ! N associated with A and ,: as soon as the current simulation of A 0 on inputũ outputs more than W A ju 1 j ; : : : ; j u k j characters into some output buffer k + 1 j k + l , this simulation can be terminated as ultimately unsuccessful. Hence, a finite simulation strategy does indeed exist. Note also that this strategy used local instead of global limitation information.
Moreover, when none of the output buffers k + 1 ; : : : ; k + l is bidirectional, the simulation can be carried out without any explicit limitation functions at all. Namely, a straightforward algorithm can produce fromũ and A an l-FSA B accepting exactly thoseṽ the simulation would produce. Moreover, , ensures that this B can be chosen not to have any loops. Therefore theseṽ can also be extracted from B in a topological order.
On the other hand, the evaluation of E seems to become much more complicated, when one of the output buffers is bidirectional. A 2-FSA A with one unidirectional input buffer 1 and one bidirectional output buffer 2 can namely be considered a nondeterministic checking stack automaton C [14, Definition 1.4], which on input u first guesses a stack v to check but not modify, and then verifies that A would accept u and v. Then known complexity results [10, Problem AL5] lead directly to the following complexity results.
1. If both A and u are given as input (that is, an ad hoc Alignment Calculus query is being evaluated), then it is PSPACE-complete to tell whether acceptable outputs v exist.
(An ad hoc query will also have incurred the additional normalization, domain independence analysis, and translation costs.)
2. If A is fixed beforehand (that is, a precompiled query is being evaluated), then determining the existence of acceptable v can be NP-complete in the worst case.
Although it remains to be seen whether the extra limitation condition f1g ; f2g on A ensured by finite evaluability can ameliorate the situation, it does seem prudent to avoid bidirectional output if at all possible. This provides one guiding principle for selecting good reorderings in Section 3.4.
